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Abstract—We propose a generic framework for distributed broadcasting in ad hoc wireless networks. The approach is based on

selecting a small subset of nodes to form a forward node set to carry out a broadcast process. The status of each node, forward or

nonforward, is determined either by the node itself or by other nodes. Node status can be determined at different snapshots of network

state along time (called views) without causing problems in broadcast coverage. Therefore, the forward node set can be constructed

and maintained through either a proactive process (i.e., “up-to-date”) before the broadcast process or a reactive process (i.e., “on-the-

fly”) during the broadcast process. A sufficient condition, called coverage condition, is given for a node to take the nonforward status.

Such a condition can be easily checked locally around the node. Several existing broadcast algorithms can be viewed as special cases

of the generic framework with k-hop neighborhood information. A comprehensive comparison among existing algorithms is conducted.

Simulation results show that new algorithms, which are more efficient than existing ones, can be derived from the generic framework.

Index Terms—Ad hoc wireless networks, broadcasting, distributed algorithms, pruning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

AD hoc wireless networks (or simply ad hoc networks)
are dynamic in nature. Due to this dynamic nature,

global information/infrastructure, such as link state and
routing table, which are obtained through global informa-
tion exchanges are no longer suitable to support routing in
ad hoc networks. Broadcasting is a special routing process
of transmitting a packet so that each node in a network
receives a copy of this packet. Flooding is a simple approach
to broadcasting with no use of global information/
infrastructure; in flooding, a broadcast packet is forwarded
by every node in the network exactly once. Simple flooding
ensures the coverage; the broadcast packet is guaranteed to
be received by every node in the network providing there is
no packet loss caused by collision in the MAC layer and
there is no high speed movement of nodes during the
broadcast process. Fig. 1a shows a network with six nodes.
When node v broadcasts a packet as shown in Fig. 1b, all
neighboring nodes, u, w, x, and y, receive the packet due to
the broadcast nature of wireless communication media. All
neighbors will then forward the packet to each other.
Apparently, the two transmissions from nodes u and x are
unnecessary. Redundant transmissions may cause the
broadcast storm problem [17] in which redundant packets
cause contention and collision.

Both deterministic and probabilistic approaches can be
used to select a forward node set (i.e., a small set of nodes that
forward the broadcast packet). The probabilistic approach
[6], [17] normally offers a simple scheme in which each
node, upon receiving a broadcast packet, forwards the
packet with probability p. The value p is determined by
relevant information gathered at each node. When p is

carefully selected, a high delivery ratio can be achieved.
However, the probabilistic approach cannot guarantee full
coverage, with or without mobility and collision. In order to
achieve a reasonably high delivery ratio, the selection of p is
usually conservative and yields a relatively large forward
node set. In the deterministic approach, the forward node
set can be selected statically (based on topology information
only) [3], [4], [13], [19] or dynamically (based on both
topology and broadcast state information) [7], [9], [11], [12],
[15], [16]. The forward node set forms a connected dominating
set (CDS) and guarantees full coverage. A connected
dominating set is a subset of connected nodes in the
network where every node is either in the subset or a
neighbor of a node in the subset. It has been proven that the
task of finding a minimal CDS with global network
information is NP-complete. The problem is even more
challenging in the absence of global network information/
infrastructure. Heuristic methods are normally used to
balance cost (in collecting network information and in
decision making) and effectiveness (in deriving a small
forward node set).

Many distributed broadcast algorithms with no use of
global information/infrastructure have been proposed for
use in ad hoc networks and can be further divided into self-
pruning and neighbor-designating algorithms. In self-pruning
algorithms [3], [4], [11], [15], [16], [19], each node makes its
local decision on forward status (i.e., whether it is a forward
node or nonforward node). In neighbor-designating meth-
ods [7], [9], [12], [13], the forward status of each node is
determined by its neighbors. Different assumptions and
models have been used. So far, no generic framework can
capture a large body of distributed broadcast algorithms.
The only exception is our generic self-pruning scheme
proposed in [18]. However, this scheme does not cover
neighbor-designating algorithms and its correctness under
a dynamic situation is yet to be proven.

In this paper, we provide a generic framework that covers
most deterministic distributed broadcast schemes in ad hoc
networks, including self-pruning, neighbor-designating, and
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new hybrid algorithms. The correctness of this generic
protocol is proven under both static and dynamic views. In
this framework, the status of each node, forward or
nonforward, is determined locally based on k-hop neighbor-
hood information. The broadcast packet can carry a small
amount of broadcast state information such as recently
visited nodes. Broadcast algorithms based on global network
topology [5] or pseudoglobal network topology (that exhibits
“sequentialized propagation”) [2] do not provide scalability
and are not included for further discussion. A comprehen-
sive classification of broadcast schemes in ad hoc networks
can be found in [20]. Under the objective of selecting a small
CDS, the status of each node is decided in a decentralized
manner based on a particular view, which is a snapshot of the
network state, including network topology and broadcast
state, along time. Views can be sampled at different times and
they can be local views that include the connectivity and
broadcast state of only nodes in the vicinity. In the generic
framework, the status of a node can be decided by itself or by
other nodes (say neighbors). Each node has the forward
status by default, like in flooding, and the status can be
changed to nonforward if the proposed sufficient condition,
called coverage condition, is met. In addition, such a condition
can be easily checked locally around the node. Several
existing broadcast algorithms can be viewed as special cases
of the generic framework under local views with 2 or 3-hop
neighborhood information.

Note that our goal is not to provide an ultimate solution
for deterministic broadcasting in ad hoc networks, but
rather a solid foundation for future work. The benefit of
having such a generic framework is multifold. First, it
simplifies the correctness proof, which is a tedious task in
previous work. Under the generic framework, one only
needs to show that the coverage condition is satisfied.
Second, it is easier to apply new techniques to existing
broadcast protocols. A new enhancement (e.g., mobility
management) developed for the coverage condition can also
used in its special cases. Finally, by fine tuning of
implementation options, the generic framework can derive
new protocols that are more efficient than any single
existing protocol. In this paper, various implementation
options and their potential overheads are discussed in
detail and their impacts on efficiency are evaluated via a
comprehensive simulation study. Simulation results con-
firm that the generic broadcast protocol outperforms most
existing protocols in all circumstances.

2 PRELIMINARIES

For each broadcasting, the status of each node can be
determined proactively based on neighborhood information

only (called the static approach) or reactively based on both
neighborhood and broadcast state information (called the
dynamic approach). The dynamic approach is usually more
efficient in reducing the size of a CDS. On the other hand,
the static approach produces a relatively stable CDS, which
forms a virtual backbone that facilitates both broadcasting
and unicasting.

In formal terms, an ad hoc network is represented by a
unit disk graph GðtÞ ¼ ðV ;EÞ, where two vertices (nodes)
are connected if their geographical distance is within a
given transmission range r. Note that GðtÞ is a function on
time t. A global view with respect to a particular broadcast
process is a snapshot of network topology and broadcast
state. More formally, V iewðtÞ ¼ ðGðtÞ; PrðV ; tÞÞ, where
PrðV ; tÞ is a priority vector of nodes in V at time t. The
status of each node is determined based on a particular
view V iewðtÞ. We assume the network topology does not
change during the broadcast period, so GðtÞ can be simply
represented as G. The priority of each node v 2 V , Prðv; tÞ,
is a tuple ðSðv; tÞ; idðvÞÞ, where Sðv; tÞ represents the
forward status of v under V iewðtÞ and idðvÞ is the distinct
identifier of node v (other parameters such as node degree
can be used in place of node id).

A node that has forwarded the broadcast packet is called
a visited node. In neighbor-designating protocols, a node
designated by its neighbors to forward the broadcast packet
is also viewed as a visited node. In a global view, Sðv; tÞ ¼ 2
is reserved for a visited node v and Sðv; tÞ ¼ 1 for an
unvisited node (i.e., a visited node has a higher priority
than an unvisited node under the lexicographical order). In
this case, Prðv; tÞ is a monotonically increasing function
along the time. In the subsequent discussion, t is omitted
with an understanding that all terms are with respect to a
particular view. An unvisited node is called a forward node if
it is temporarily determined to forward the broadcast
packet under the current view; otherwise, it is called a
nonforward node. Both visited/unvisited and forward/
nonforward status are time sensitive. The difference is that
the visited/unvisited status is declared among neighbors,
while the forward/nonforward status is the internal state of
each node and does not appear in local views of other
nodes. For each broadcasting, every node is initially a
forward node. A forward node under the current view may
become a visited node (if it has forwarded the broadcast
packet) or a nonforward node (if a certain condition is
satisfied) in the next view. On the other hand, a visited node
or a nonforward node never becomes a forward node in the
next view. The broadcast process completes when all nodes
are either visited nodes or nonforward nodes. We say a
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broadcast algorithm ensures coverage if the visited nodes
form a CDS in the end of every broadcasting.

Fig. 1 shows an example of view changes during a
broadcast process initiated from v, where the network
topology remains unchanged and visited nodes are colored
black. The priority vectors are the following:

PrðV Þ ¼ ðPrðuÞ; PrðvÞ; PrðwÞ; PrðxÞ; PrðyÞ; PrðzÞÞ
¼ ðð1; uÞ; ð1; vÞ; ð1; wÞ; ð1; xÞ; ð1; yÞ; ð1; zÞÞ

for Fig. 1a, PrðV Þ ¼ ðð1; uÞ; ð2; vÞ, ð1; wÞ; ð1; xÞ; ð1; yÞ; ð1; zÞÞ
for Fig. 1b, and PrðV Þ ¼ ðð1; uÞ; ð2; vÞ; ð1; wÞ; ð1; xÞ; ð2; yÞ;
ð1; zÞÞ for Fig. 1c. The lexicographical order can be used to
order nodes based on their priorities, e.g., ð1; wÞ > ð1; vÞ and
ð2; vÞ > ð1; wÞ.

In ad hoc networks, a local view at node vi is a more
realistic model to determine the node status of vi. A view is
local at node v if node vi can only capture part of a
view within its vicinity. Specifically, a local view,
V iewi ¼ ðGi; PriðV ÞÞ, of V iew ¼ ðG;PrðV ÞÞ meets the fol-
lowing conditions: Gi ¼ ðV ðviÞ; EðviÞÞ is a subgraph of G ¼
ðV ;EÞ and PriðV Þ � PrðV Þ, that is, each element PriðvÞ is
no more than the one in PrðvÞ. PriðvÞ is defined as follows:
PriðvÞ ¼ PrðvÞ if v 2 V ðviÞ; otherwise, PriðvÞ ¼ ðSðvÞ ¼
0; idðvÞÞ (i.e., an invisible node under the local view has
the lowest priority). Fig. 1d shows a local view at node z of
the global view in Fig. 1c. Here, we assume that, for some
reason, links ðu; vÞ and ðv; xÞ and the visited status of node
v are unknown at node z.

A static view is a view without any visited node.
Applying the static approach (i.e., with static views only)
to the example in Fig. 1a, any two of nodes v, w, and y can
be selected to form a forward node set. Node priority (i.e.,
node id) can be used to break a tie. Suppose w and y (the
highest ids among the six) are selected. When the source is
w, w and y form a forward node set. When the source is v, v,
w, and y form a forward node set. In the dynamic approach,
not only topology information but also the distribution of
visited nodes are used to select forward nodes.

Throughout the paper, it is assumed that each node only
captures a local view, which is a subgraph of the original
graph that consists of at least its entire 1-hop neighbor set,
and its priority vector is no more than that of the global
view (i.e., an unvisited node will not be treated as a visited
node). Note that any visited nodes are assumed to be
connected under any local view since they are all connected
to the source. Five additional assumptions are used:

1. There is no error in packet transmission, that is,
each message (broadcast packet or network state
message) sent from a node will eventually reach its
neighbors.

2. Location information of each node is not available.
Location-based broadcasting has been extensively
studied as in [15].

3. Network topology is a connected graph without
unidirectional links. A sublayer can be added [14] to
provide a bidirectional abstraction for unidirectional
ad hoc networks.

4. All nodes have fresh topology information in their
local views at the beginning of the broadcast period
and the network topology does not change during

the broadcast period. Note that, if the network
topology changes during the broadcast period, no
broadcast algorithm (including flooding) can ensure
full coverage. Although some existing reliable
broadcast protocols [1], [10] can be applied to
guarantee full coverage through transmission re-
dundancy and confirmation, they are beyond the
scope of this paper.

5. The network is relatively sparse. For a dense ad hoc
network, the clustering approach [8], [20] can be used
to convert the dense graph to a sparse one.

3 THE GENERIC COVERAGE CONDITION

In the generic distributed broadcast protocol, each node has
the forward status by default, like in flooding. However, the
status of a node can be nonforward if the following
sufficient condition, called coverage condition, is met: We
start with the coverage condition where the status of all
nodes is determined under one single view. The result is
then extended to the case where the status of each node is
determined under a distinct local view.

Coverage Condition. Node v has a nonforward status if, for
any two neighbors u and w, a replacement path exists that
connects u and w via several intermediate nodes (if any)
with higher priorities than that of v.

The coverage condition indicates that, when every pair of
neighbors of v can be connected through nodes with higher
priorities, node v, as the connecting node for its neighbors,
can be replaced (i.e., can take the nonforward status). A
replacement path may include some visited nodes that have
the highest priorities. Note that “replacement” can be
applied iteratively. To avoid possible “cyclic dependency”
among replacement paths, PrðvÞ is used to establish a total
order among different replacement paths. Intermediate
nodes may not exist. In this case, u and w are directly
connected. In formal terms, assume that v is a nonforward
node. Let NðvÞ be the open neighbor set of node v (i.e., v’s
neighbor set excluding v). For any u;w 2 NðvÞ, a replacement
path ðu; u1; u2; . . . ; ul; wÞ exists such that PrðuiÞ > PrðvÞ.
Next, we define a special replacement path, called a maximal
replacement path, such that all intermediate nodes (if any) are
either forward nodes or visited nodes. That is, none of the
nodes in the maximal replacement path can be replaced
under the current view.

Definition 1. Max-min node for ðu;w; vÞ: A min node in a
path is a node with the lowest priority. Assume fPig is the set of
paths connecting u and w and each node in a path in the set has
a higher priority than that of v. A max-min node in fPig is a
node with the highest priority among all min nodes in fPig.

Next, we define a procedure called MAXMIN to construct
a maximal replacement path for v connecting u and w.

MAXMINðu;w; vÞ:

1. if u and w are directly connected then return ;.
2. Find the max-min node x for ðu;w; vÞ.
3. return path (MAXMINðu; x; vÞ; x; MAXMINðx;w; vÞÞ.
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Lemma 1. The procedure MAXMIN(u;w; v) will complete in a
finite number of steps and generate amaximal replacement path.

Proof. First, we show that all nodes generated by
MAXMINðu;w; vÞ are distinct. Based on the min node
definition, x has the lowest priority among all nodes in
replacement paths connecting u and x (and ones
connecting x and w). Therefore, x will not be selected
as the max-min node in either MAXMINðu; x; vÞ or
MAXMINðx;w; vÞ. To show that MAXMINðu; x; vÞ and
MAXMINðx;w; vÞ have no common element, we
assume that MAXMINðu; x; vÞ ¼ u1; u2; . . . ; ul and
MAXMINðx;w; vÞ ¼ x1; x2; . . . ; xm. Suppose ui ¼ xj, then
ðu; u1; . . . ; ui; xjþ1; . . . ; xm; wÞ is a replacement path for v
connecting u and w. The fact that all the nodes in this
path have a higher priority than x contradicts the fact
that x is a max-min node. Since each recursive call of
the max-min procedure selects a distinct node, this
process will complete in finite steps.

Next, we show that x cannot be further replaced (i.e., x
will be a forward node under the current view if it is not a
visited node). If x is replaced by path P , then
(MAXMINðu; x; vÞ; P , MAXMINðx;w; vÞÞ is another repla-
cement path for v that connects u and w (if it is a walkwith
multiple occurrences of some nodes, multiple occur-
rences can be easily removed to form a path). Clearly, all
the nodes in this path have higher priorities than x,
which contradicts the fact that x is a max-min node. tu

Fig. 2 shows a sample maximal replacement path
constructed from the max-min procedure by including u
and v at the two ends. In this example, idðvÞ ¼ 2. Nodes
with priorities lower than the one of v are not shown. Node 4
is the max-min node for ðu;w; vÞ. Node 6 is the max-min
node for ðu; 4; vÞ and visited node y is the max-min node for
ðu; 6; vÞ. Therefore, the maximal replacement path is
ðu; y; 6; 4; wÞ.
Theorem 1. Given a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ that is connected but not

a complete graph, the forward node set V 0 (including forward
nodes and visited nodes), derived based on the coverage
condition, forms a connected dominating set of G.

Proof. We first show that V 0 forms a dominating set.
Randomly select a node v 2 V . We show that v is either
in V 0 or adjacent to a node in V 0. If v is a visited node or a
neighbor of a visited node, the theorem holds; otherwise,
if v is a forward node under the current view, the
theorem also holds. For the remaining case, we will show
that there exists a forward neighbor. Since v is a

nonforward node, for any two neighbors of v, there is a
replacement path for v connecting these two neighbors.
There exists at least one neighbor u of v such that there is
w 2 NðuÞ, but w 62 NðvÞ [ fvg (otherwise, G is a complete
graph). Let u be such a neighbor with the largest id.
Clearly, there is no replacement path for u connecting v

and w and, hence, u is a forward node.
Next, we show that V 0 is connected. Randomly select

two nodes u and w in V 0. Assume that ðu; u1; u2, . . . ; ul; wÞ
is a path in G connecting u and w. Find a maximal
replacement path for u1 that connects u to u2. Assume
that v1 is the last intermediate node of the maximal
replacement path. Note that v1 ¼ u1 if u1 is not replace-
able. Repeat the above process on ðv1; u2; . . . ; ul; wÞ to
replace u2 (see Fig. 3). Eventually, u1; u2; . . . ; and ul are
all replaced or skipped and the resultant path connects u
and w with forward nodes and visited nodes only (if it is
a walk with multiple occurrences of some nodes, multi-
ple occurrences can be easily removed to form a path).tu

Note that, when the network is a complete graph, there is
no need of a forward node. One transmission from the
source reaches all the nodes. Theorem 1 shows the result
under one particular view, i.e., each node takes the same
view in deciding its status. Suppose each node vi 2 V

decides its status under a distinct local view, V iewi. The
following theorem shows that Theorem 1 still holds.

Theorem 2. If each node vi applies the coverage condition under a

local view, V iewi, Theorem 1 still holds.

Proof. Let fiðviÞ be a Boolean variable representing the
forward status of node vi under V iewi ¼ ðGi ¼ ðV ðviÞ;
EðviÞÞ; PriðV ÞÞ: 1 for forward and 0 for nonforward. Each
Gi is a subgraph of G. F ¼ ðf1ðv1Þ; f2ðv2Þ; . . . ; fnðvnÞÞ
captures the forward status of all nodes in the network
under their corresponding local views. Define V iewsuper

¼ ðGsuper; PrsuperðV ÞÞ, where

Gsuper ¼ ðVsuper; EsuperÞ
¼ ðV ðv1Þ [ V ðv2Þ [ . . . [ V ðvnÞ;

Eðv1Þ [ Eðv2Þ [ . . . [ EðvnÞÞ

and

PrsuperðviÞ ¼ maxfPr1ðviÞ; Pr2ðviÞ; . . . ; PrnðviÞg:

Note that each PrlðviÞ has three potential forms/
values: the priority of an invisible node ð0; idðviÞÞ, the
lowest priority; the priority of an unvisited node
ð1; idðviÞÞ; and the priority of a visited node ð2; idðviÞÞ,
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the highest priority. Suppose vi is a nonforward node in
V iewi. In addition, when each node has the accurate k-hop
information, all 1-hop neighbors of vi in V iewsuper are also
its neighbors in V iewi. Based on the coverage condition,
all neighbors of vi are connected via replacement paths.
Because PriðV Þ � PrsuperðV Þ and Gi is a subgraph of
Gsuper, each replacement path in V iewi is also a replace-
ment path in V iewsuper. Therefore, vi is also a nonforward
node in V iewsuper. That is, fsuperðviÞ � fiðviÞ and

Fsuper ¼ ðfsuperðv1Þ; fsuperðv2Þ; . . . ; fsuperðvnÞÞ �
F ¼ ðf1ðv1Þ; f2ðv2Þ; . . . ; fnðvnÞÞ:

Applying Theorem 1 to V iewsuper, the forward node set
under Fsuper forms a connected dominating set. Clearly,
the forward node set under F also forms a connected
dominating set. tu
A node that takes the forward status under a global view

must also take the same status under a local view, but not
vice versa. Therefore, the forward node set under different
local views is a superset of the one under the global
collective view of all local views.

4 DISCUSSION

We elaborate more on the coverage condition based on four
important aspects of its application: timing, selection, space,
and priority. To simplify the discussion, under a particular
view, each visited node is colored black (called a black
node) and all the other nodes are colored white.

4.1 Timing

A broadcast protocol is called static if the forward/
nonforward status of each node is determined on the static
view (i.e., without visited node information) only; otherwise,
it is dynamic. The static broadcast protocol is a special case
of the dynamic one. The difference is that the forward node
set derived from static views can be used in any broad-
casting while the one derived from dynamic views is
normally used in a specific broadcasting. There are two
types of dynamic algorithms: 1) First-receipt: The status is
determined right after the first receipt of the broadcast
packet. 2) First-receipt-with-backoff: The status is determined
after a backoff delay of the first receipt of the broadcast
packet. A backoff delay is used so that a node can learn
more about the broadcast state from its forward neighbors.
However, this is done at the cost of prolonging the
completion time of the broadcast process.

Fig. 4 shows two examples of forward node set on the
same network: one without broadcast state based on the
static version of the coverage condition (Fig. 4a) and one
with broadcast state based on the dynamic version of the
coverage condition (Fig. 4b). In the example with broadcast
state, it is assumed that the upstream broadcast state is
piggybacked with the broadcast packet. The forward node
set derived from Fig. 4a can also be interpreted as the one
for any broadcasting. In Fig. 4b, because nodes 2 (source)
and 5 are visited nodes, node 3 can conclude that it can be a
nonforward node since two of its neighbors can be
connected using node 2 (a black node). Note that, if the
status of node 3 is decided (as a forward node) before the

broadcast process starts at node 2 or before it learns the
broadcast state, it can still be changed to the nonforward
status as long as it has not sent out its status (i.e., no other
node has used the status of node 2 in its decision).

4.2 Selection

The coverage condition only states the condition under
which a node v can be labeled nonforward. The selection
issue deals with who should check this condition (and,
hence, determine the status) for v. There are three choices:
1) Self-pruning. The status of v is determined by node v itself.
2) Neighbor-designating. The status of v is determined by
some other nodes, say neighbors of v. 3) Hybrid. The status
of v is determined by both v and neighbors of v.

In the self-pruning approach, each node v determines its
status using the coverage condition. In the neighbor-
designating approach, each node v determines the status
of all its neighbors. In case a node has multiple status as
selected by its neighbors, it will forward once (and only
once) if at least one status is forward. This requirement,
however, can be further relaxed. We can redefine the status
function Sðv; tÞ in the priority tuple Prðv; tÞ ¼ ðSðv; tÞ; idðvÞÞ
as follows: Sðv; tÞ ¼ 2 for visited node v, Sðv; tÞ ¼ 1:5 for an
unvisited but designated node, and Sðv; tÞ ¼ 1 for an
unvisited and undesignated node. A designated node does
not need to forward the packet if it meets the coverage
condition. In the hybrid approach, each node determines
the status of some of its neighbors and leaves other
neighbors to determine their own status.

4.3 Space

A view consists of network topology and broadcast state
information (visited status of some nodes). Network
topology information is relatively long lived and can be
collected through periodic “hello” messages exchanged
among neighbors. In an ad hoc network, it is too expensive
to collect global network topology. A local view of network
topology, in terms of k-hop neighborhood information (or
simply k-hop information), is used as an approximation. The
notion of k-hop information is often used liberally in
literature and its meaning varies in different circumstances.
To simplify the discussion, we give a definition as follows.

Definition 2. Given a node v, its local view of network topology
GkðvÞ is said to contain k-hop information if it takes at least
k rounds of neighborhood information exchanges to build up.

If the neighborhood information is collected via periodi-
cally exchanging “hello” messages, it takes k rounds for
each node to collect its k-hop information. It is clearly
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impossible to collect up-to-date network topology informa-
tion for a large k; therefore, k is usually a small integer such
as 2 or 3 in ad hoc networks.

The maximum subgraph GkðvÞ that can be derived from

k-hop information is ðNkðvÞ; EkðvÞÞ, where NkðvÞ is the k-hop
close neighbor set of node v. That is, N0ðvÞ ¼ fvg and

Nkþ1ðvÞ ¼ NkðvÞ [ ð
S

u 2 NkðvÞ NðuÞÞ, for k � 0. On the other

hand, EkðvÞ does not contain all the links between its

k-hop neighbors. Specifically, EkðvÞ¼ E \ ðNk�1ðvÞ �NkðvÞÞ.
Links between two nodes that are exactly k hops away from

v do not belong to EkðvÞ. For example, the 1-hop information

of v is G1ðvÞ ¼ ðN1ðvÞ; fðv; wÞjw 2 NðvÞgÞ. Note that NðvÞ ¼
N1ðvÞ � fvg is v’s open 1-hop neighbor set. Link ðu;wÞ
between two nodes u and w in N1ðvÞ is in G2ðvÞ, but not
in G1ðvÞ.

Broadcast state information is relatively short lived and
cannot be collected through relatively infrequent “hello”
messages. Instead, such information can be collected
through the following two means: 1) Snooped. Each node
can snoop the activities of its neighbors. When a neighbor
forwards the broadcast packet, it becomes a visited node.
2) Piggybacked. When a node forwards the broadcast packet,
it also attaches information of some visited nodes (including
designated forward neighbors). There are two ways that a
forward node v piggybacks visited node information: a) v
piggybacks information of visited nodes passed from its
predecessor and b) v piggybacks information about desig-
nated forward neighbors that have been selected by v, that is,
neighbors that will forward the packet. We normally assume
that network topology information is not piggybacked since
the broadcast packet needs to be kept relatively small.

4.4 Priority

The priority function used in the coverage condition can
also affect the resulting forward node set. Based on the
difficulty in collecting the priority values, the node proper-
ties that are used in the priority function can be divided into
three categories:

0-hop priority. Node id, idðvÞ, represents a distinct
identification of node v as used now in PrðvÞ. Node id can
be obtained without neighborhood topology information.
Ids of nodes in NkðvÞ can be collected together with NkðvÞ
and no extra round of “hello” message exchange is needed.
Therefore, it is the least expensive, but it is also the least
efficient one in reducing the forward node set.

1-hop priority. Node degree, degðvÞ, is defined as the
number of v’s neighbors, i.e., jNðvÞj. The higher the node
degree of a node, the higher the priority. Node degree is
based on 1-hop information. If k-hop information is
collected together with node id, an extra round of
information exchange is required before neighborhood
information converges. Therefore, k-hop information plus
node degree for each node in NkðvÞ requires ðkþ 1Þ-hop
information. Node degree is more efficient in reducing the
forward node set, but it is also more expensive than 0-hop
priority. When degðvÞ ¼ degðuÞ, the ids of u and v are
usually used to break a tie.

2-hop priority. Neighborhood connectivity ratio, ncrðvÞ,
is the ratio of pairs of neighbors that are not directly

connected to pairs of any neighbors. That is,

ncrðvÞ ¼ 1�
P

u2NðvÞ jNðuÞ \NðvÞj
degðvÞðdegðvÞ � 1Þ :

Again, the higher the ncrðvÞ value of node v, the higher the
priority. Using ncrðvÞ as the priority value is the most
efficient in reducing the forward node set, but it is also the
most expensive. Collecting ncrðuÞ for each node u in NkðvÞ
requires ðkþ 2Þ-hop information. When ncrðvÞ ¼ ncrðuÞ,
node degrees followed by node ids of u and v are usually
used to break a tie.

In neighbor-designating protocols, a designated node v is
usually required to forward the broadcast packet. However,
this is not necessary if neighbors of v are connected via
other designated nodes with higher priorities. Any priority
function discussed above can be used. MPR [13] uses a
special priority, called designating time, for a designated
node v, which is the time v is designated as a forward node.
If v is designated several times in a broadcast process, then
the first time is used as the designating time. Nodes with
smaller designating time have higher priority. For example,
suppose node v receives a broadcast packet twice, first from
u and then from w. If v is designated to forward the packet
by w, but not by u, v will not forward the packet because u
and nodes designated by u have smaller designating times
than v and NðvÞ can be connected via those nodes with
higher priorities than v.

5 A GENERIC DISTRIBUTED BROADCAST SCHEME

Here, we propose a generic distributed broadcast scheme
based on the coverage condition. This is a dynamic
approach in which a connected forward node set is
constructed for a particular broadcast request and it
depends on the location of the source and the progress of the
broadcast process. We assume that each node v determines its
status and the status of some of its neighbors “on-the-fly”
under a local view. The source node always forwards the
packet. The approach can also be used in a static view
where a connected forward node set is constructed
independent of any particular broadcast process. We also
assume that the broadcast packet that arrives at v carries
information of h most recently visited nodes, v1; v2; . . . ; vh,
and the set of designated forward neighbors, DðviÞ, selected
at each vi (usually for small h such as 1 or 2). Fig. 5 shows a
view at v with regard to the broadcast state information,
assuming each node applied the first-receipt approach, and,
hence, each node has only one upstream link (with respect
to the source). A general case is that each node has more
than one upstream link (i.e., the node forwards the
broadcast packet after receiving several copies of the
packet) and a reverse forwarding tree is formed with root v.

Algorithm 1 A Generic Distributed Broadcast Protocol

(for each node v)

1. Periodically v exchanges “hello” messages with neighbors

to update local network topology GkðvÞ.
2. v updates priority information Pr based on

snooped/piggybacked messages.
3. v applies the coverage condition to determine its status.

4. If v is a nonforward node then stop.

5. v designates some neighbors as forward nodes if needed

and updates its priority information Pr.

6. v forwards the packet together with Pr.
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In Algorithm 1, the first two steps collect information to
establish a local view. Step 1 collects network topology
information of the view while Step 2 collects broadcast state
information of the view. In Step 3, each node v determines
its status based on the coverage condition. The process
stops at Step 4 if v is a nonforward node; otherwise, the
view is enhanced by selecting some forward neighbors at
Step 5. In addition, v is changed to a visited node. Finally, v
forwards the packet at Step 6. The default status for each
node is forward, but nondesignated forward node.

6 SPECIAL CASES

A large body of existing broadcast protocols can be
considered as special cases of our generic distributed
broadcast protocol. These special cases take one or more
of the following approaches: 1) by skipping some of the
steps in the scheme, 2) by using some special cases of the
coverage condition at Step 3, 3) by applying a specific
strategy in selecting designated forward nodes at Step 5.

One commonly used special case of the coverage
condition uses a coverage set. A set CðvÞ is called a coverage
set of v if its neighbor set is “covered” by nodes in CðvÞ, that
is, CðvÞ dominates NðvÞ.
Strong Coverage Condition. Node v has a nonforward

status if it has a coverage set. In addition, the coverage
set belongs to a connected component of the subgraph
induced from nodes with higher priorities than that of v.

Clearly, the strong coverage condition is stronger than the
original coverage condition because the existence of a
connected coverage set implies the existence of a replace-
ment path for any two neighbors. The original coverage
condition is more costly to check than the strong coverage
condition. The computation complexity of the original
coverage condition is OðD3Þ, while the computation com-
plexity of the strong coverage condition is OðD2Þ [18]. Here,
D is the density of network (i.e., the maximum number of
nodes per unit area). For both versions of the coverage
condition, the overhead is highwith largeD. We assume that
high density can be avoided by techniques such as adjustable
transmitter range or clustering [8], [20] and, therefore, the
computation cost can be kept reasonably small.

In the following, we examine several existing approaches
as special cases of our generic distributed broadcast
protocol. Special cases are grouped into static and dynamic.
Within dynamic approaches, they are further classified as

self-pruning, neighbor designating, and hybrid. Some
special cases of the coverage condition that do not appear
in any of the existing algorithms are also discussed.

6.1 Static Algorithms

The typical static algorithms are the generic distributed
broadcast protocol with Steps 1 and 3.

Wu and Li’s algorithm. Wu and Li [19] proposed a
marking process to determine a set of gateways (i.e., forward
nodes) that form a CDS: A node is marked as a gateway if it
has two neighbors that are not directly connected. Two
pruning rules are used to reduce the size of the resultant
CDS. Based on pruning Rule 1, a gateway becomes a
nongateway if all its neighbors are also neighbors of another
node, called coverage node, that has a higher priority.
According to pruning Rule 2, a gateway becomes a
nongateway if all its neighbors are also neighbors of either
of two coverage nodes that are directly connected and have
higher priorities. Two types of priority are used: node id
and the combination of node degree and node id. In order
to implement the marking process and pruning rules, 2-hop
information (if each coverage node is a neighbor) or 3-hop
information (if one coverage node is a neighbor’s neighbor)
is collected at each node.

Dai and Wu’s algorithm. Dai and Wu [4] extended the
previous algorithm by using a more general pruning rule
called Rule k: A gateway becomes a nongateway if all its
neighbors are also neighbors of any one of k coverage nodes
that are connected and have higher priorities. Rule k can be
implemented in a restricted way, which is as efficient as
Rule 1 and more efficient than Rule 2, using either 2 or
3-hop information.

Span. Chen et al. [3] proposed an approach, called Span,
to construct a set of forward nodes called coordinators. A
node v becomes a coordinator if it has two neighbors that
are not directly connected, indirectly connected via one
intermediate coordinator, or indirectly connected via two
intermediate coordinators. Before a node changes its status
from noncoordinator to coordinator, it waits for a backoff
delay, which is computed from its energy level, node
degree, and neighborhood connectivity ratio. The backoff
delay can be viewed as a priority value such that nodes
with a shorter backoff delay period have a higher chance of
becoming coordinators. Span cannot ensure full coverage
because two coordinators may simultaneously change back
to noncoordinators and the remaining coordinators may not
form a CDS. To conduct a fair comparison of Span and other
broadcast algorithms, we use in the simulation an enhanced
version of Span, where a node becomes a coordinator if it
has two neighbors that are not directly connected or
indirectly connected via one or two intermediate coordina-
tors with higher priority values. 3-hop information is
needed to implement Span.

Both Wu and Li’s algorithm and Dai and Wu’s algorithm
use the strong coverage condition and each coverage set
consists of nodes with higher priorities. In Span, the original
coverage condition is used with the restriction that no
replacement path is more than three hops. Fig. 6a shows an
example of the difference between the original coverage
condition and the strong coverage condition. Node 4 is a
nonforward node under the original coverage condition but
is a forward node under the strong coverage condition.
Note that node 4 is a nonforward node only when the local
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view includes 3-hop information. In 2-hop information,
link ð7; 8Þ is invisible and the replacement path ð3; 7; 8; 2Þ is
unknown to node 4.

6.2 Dynamic and Self-Pruning Algorithms

The dynamic and self-pruning algorithms are usually the
genericdistributedbroadcastprotocolwithSteps1, 2, 3, and6.

SBA. Peng and Lu [11] proposed the Scalable Broadcast
Algorithm (SBA) to reduce the number of forward nodes.
Unlike the static algorithms, the status of a forward node is
computed on-the-fly. When a node v receives a broadcast
packet, instead of forwarding it immediately, v will wait for
a backoff delay. For each neighbor u that has forwarded the
packet, node v removes NðuÞ from NðvÞ. If NðvÞ does not
become empty after the backoff delay, node v forwards the
packet; otherwise, node v becomes a nonforward node.
Since all neighbors of a nonforward node are directly
connected to a visited node and all visited nodes are
connected to the source, each pair of neighbors is connected
via a path of visited nodes. Therefore, the coverage
condition is satisfied. 2-hop information is used to imple-
ment SBA.

Stojmenovic’s algorithm. Stojmenovic et al. [15] expli-
citly applied Wu and Li’s CDS algorithm [19] to broad-
casting. This algorithm also extends Wu and Li’s algorithm
in two ways: 1) Suppose every node knows its accurate
geographic position, only 1-hop information is needed to
implement the marking process and Rules 1 and 2. That is,
each node only maintains a list of its neighbors and their
geographic positions (connections among neighbors can be
derived). 2) The number of forward nodes is further
reduced by a neighbor elimination algorithm similar to
the one used in SBA. In addition, Stojmenovic et al’s
algorithm removes an unnecessary round of information
exchange in [19], uses node degree as priority, and suggests
rebroadcasting after negative acknowledgements.

LENWB. Sucec and Marsic [16] proposed the Light-
weight and Efficient Network-Wide Broadcast (LENWB)
protocol, which computes the forward node status without
using a backoff delay. When a node v receives a broadcast
packet from a neighbor u, it computes the set C of nodes
that are connected to u via nodes that have higher priorities
than v. Node v forwards the packet only when NðvÞ 6� C.
LENWB uses 2-hop information.

Both SBA and Stojmenovic et al.’s algorithm use a special
case of the strong coverage condition, where all neighbors
are covered by a set of (connected) visited nodes. The first-
receipt-with-backoff approach is used. Sucec and Marsic’s

approach also uses the strong coverage condition with a
coverage set consisting of one visited node (black node) and
several unvisited but higher priority nodes. In this
approach, the first-receipt approach is adopted. Fig. 6b
shows a case of neighbor coverage that cannot be covered
by SBA and Stojmenovic et al.’s algorithm. After node 2 has
two visited neighbors, neighbor 4 is still not covered based
on both SBA and Stojmenovic et al.’s algorithm. However,
using the strong coverage condition, node 2 is a nonforward
node because its neighbor set is covered by white nodes 3, 4,
and two black nodes. Note that the two black nodes are
viewed as connected in node 2’s local view.

6.3 Dynamic and Neighbor Designating Algorithms

The typical dynamic and neighbor designating algorithms
are the generic distributed broadcast protocol with Steps 1,
2, 4, 5, and 6. All of the following approaches adopt the
greedy strategy where a minimum set of designated
forward nodes is selected so that the other neighbors can
take the nonforward status.

Dominant pruning. Lim and Kim [7] provided two
broadcast algorithms. One of them is based on simple self-
pruning, which can be viewed as the first-receipt version of
SBA. The other one is based on dominant pruning (DP). The
DP algorithm uses 2-hop information to compute the
forward node set of each node. Specifically, if u is the last
forward node and v is designated as the next forward node,
v selects its local forward node set from X ¼ NðvÞ �NðuÞ to
cover 2-hop neighbors in Y ¼ N2ðvÞ �NðuÞ �NðvÞ. The
local forward node set is selected using a greedy heuristic
algorithm similar to the one solving the set coverage
problem.

Multipoint relays. Qayyum et al. [13] proposed selecting
multipoint relays (MPRs) as forward nodes to propagate link
state messages in their optimized link state routing (OLSR)
protocol. The MPRs are selected from 1-hop neighbors to
cover 2-hop neighbors, using the same greedy algorithm
used by DP. Visited nodes are not considered in the selection
of MPRs and, therefore, the entire set of 2-hop neighbors
must be covered. MPR can be viewed as a static version of
DP and is maintained in a proactive manner. The difference
is that a relaxed neighbor-designating requirement is
applied to MPR. If an MPR receives a broadcast packet first
from a neighbor that is not its designator, it does not need to
forward this packet because its neighbor set is covered by
MPRs designated by that neighbor. Here, the designating
time serves as a priority function to avoid cyclic dependence.
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Lou and Wu’s algorithm. Lou and Wu [9] extended the
DP algorithm by further reducing the number of 2-hop
neighbors to be covered by 1-hop neighbors. Two algo-
rithms, total dominant pruning (TDP) and partial dominant
pruning (PDP), are proposed. TDP requires the last forward
node u piggyback N2ðuÞ along with the broadcast packet.
With this information, the next forward node v can remove
N2ðuÞ, instead of NðuÞ in DP, from N2ðvÞ. PDP, without
using the piggybacking technique, directly extracts the
neighbors of the common neighbors of u and v (i.e.,
neighbors of nodes in NðuÞ \NðvÞ) from N2ðvÞ. Simulation
results show that PDP avoids the extra cost in TDP
introduced by piggybacking 2-hop information with the
broadcast packet, but achieves almost the same perfor-
mance improvement.

All the above approaches designate some 1-hop neigh-
bors to cover 2-hop neighbors so that the remaining 1-hop
neighbors become nonforward nodes. As shown in Fig. 7,
suppose u is the current node and node v is any neighbor
that is not selected as a forward neighbor. Since u and the
selected designated forward neighbors cover all the 2-hop
neighbors of uwhich include 1-hop neighbors of v, node v is
covered by a set of visited or designated forward nodes.

6.4 Dynamic and Hybrid Algorithms

We consider here a hybrid of self-pruning and neighbor-
designating algorithms. The first-receipt approach is still
used. Upon receiving a broadcast packet from u with
designated forward node set DðuÞ selected by u, v uses the
following steps: If v is not a designated forward node and v
has not sent the packet before, then v applies the coverage
condition to determine its status. If v is a forward node (self-
selected or designated), v selects a neighbor w 62 u [DðuÞ as
its designated forward node (if any) based on a certain
priority scheme. A neighbor that covers some nodes in
N2ðvÞ is selected with either the lowest id or the maximum
effective node degree (with respect to uncovered nodes in
N2ðvÞ). Node id is used to break a tie in node degree. Then,
v forwards the packet together with DðvÞ ¼ fwg. Note that
the selected forward neighbor should cover at least one
2-hop neighbor. In this hybrid approach, each node v only
uses 2-hop information.

Consider the example in Fig. 8 and suppose nodes 2 and
9 are forwarding the packet to its neighbors. Using self-
pruning, nodes 4 and 6 will be forward nodes and nodes 1

and 3 will be nonforward nodes based on the coverage
condition with 2-hop information. It is assumed nodes 1
and 6 receive their first copy of the packet from node 2 and
node 4 from node 9. Node 3 receives its first copy of the
packet from either node 2 or node 9. Using the proposed
hybrid approach with node degree as the priority, node 2 is
selected as a designated forward node by node 9 and node 6
by node 2. Note that nodes 2 and 9 do not know each other’s
forward status and, hence, there is no coordination in
selecting their designated forward nodes. Node 4 is no
longer a forward node since nodes 2 and 9 are visited nodes
under the local view of node 4 (passed from node 9). If node
id is used as the priority in the hybrid approach, node 2 is
selected by node 9. Node 3 is selected by node 2 since node 1
does not cover any 2-hop neighbor of node 2. Once node 3
receives the packet, it will pick node 4 to cover node 7.
Using the neighbor-designating approach, node 9 selects
node 2 first followed by node 4 to complete the 2-hop
coverage. Similarly, node 2 selects node 6 and then node 9.

7 SIMULATION

Our simulation study focuses on two issues: implementa-
tion options that build the local views and special cases of
the generic framework. Our interest here is on efficiency
(i.e., the number of forward nodes) rather than reliability
(i.e., the percentage of nodes receiving the broadcast
packet). Therefore, all simulations are conducted on static
networks with a collision-free MAC layer. Each ad hoc
network is generated by randomly placing n nodes in a
restricted 100� 100 area. The transmitter range is adjusted
to achieve a given average node degree d. Two average
node degrees are used, one for relatively sparse networks
(d ¼ 6) and another for relatively dense networks (d ¼ 18).
The 90 percent confidence interval of each result is within
�1 percent. Many existing broadcast algorithms use 2-hop
information and node id as priority because they have the
lowest cost in view update. Unless otherwise specified, they
are used in the following simulations. Fig. 9 shows several
forward node sets derived from different schemes.

7.1 Implementation Options

Timing. Fig. 10 compares the efficiency of static, first-
receipt (FR), and two first-receipt-with-backoff algorithms
with a random backoff delay (FRB) and a backoff delay that
is proportional to the inverse of node degree (FRBD),
respectively. The static algorithm requires less computation
and no extra end-to-end delay, but also produces more
forward nodes. The FR algorithm causes no extra end-to-
end delay, but recomputes the forward/nonforward status
for each broadcasting. FR produces fewer forward nodes
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than the static algorithm. FRB and FRBD recompute node
status for each broadcasting and cause extra end-to-end
delay. They produce the smallest forward node set and,
between them, FRBD is slightly better than FRB. Since the
computation time is negligible in a broadcast process, the
dynamic algorithm is more desirable than the static one.
Among the dynamic algorithms, FR is appropriate for
delay-sensitive applications, and FRBD is appropriate for
delay-insensitive applications.

Selection. Fig. 11 compares the efficiency of self-pruning
(SP), neighbor-designating (ND), and two hybrid algo-
rithms: The first one designates a neighbor with the highest
degree (MaxDeg) and the second one designates a neighbor
with the lowest id (MinPri). In the neighbor-designating
and hybrid schemes, we use the strict rule that every
designated node becomes forward node. In sparse net-
works, the sequence from the worst performance to the best
performance is MinPri, ND, SP, and MaxDeg. In dense
networks, when the number of nodes is small (n � 50), ND,
MinPri, and MaxPri stay close and perform better than SP.
In larger networks (n ¼ 100), ND is worse than MinPri and
even worse than MaxDeg and SP. ND algorithm has the
lowest computation cost, but performs poorly in relatively
dense networks. SP, MaxDeg, and MinPri have almost the
same computation cost. Among them, MinPri is the worst in
all circumstances, MaxDeg is the best in relatively sparse

networks, and SP is the best in relatively dense networks.
Note that MaxDeg is a new algorithm derived from the
generic framework.

Space. Fig. 12 shows results of using 2-hop, 3-hop, 4-hop,
5-hop, and global information. Although the performance
progressively improves as the hop count increases, the
difference becomes marginal as the hop count increases. In
fact, algorithms based on 2 and 3-hop information do not
perform significantly worse than the one based on the
global information. Considering the cost in gathering
neighborhood information, algorithms based on 4, 5-hop,
or global information are not cost-effective compared with
the ones based on 2 or 3-hop information.

Priority. Fig. 13 shows results of using node id (ID), node
degree (Degree), and neighborhood connectivity ratio
(NCR) as priority values. ID requires no extra maintenance
cost but produces more forward nodes. Degree has higher
maintenance cost and produces fewer forward nodes than
ID. NCR has the highest maintenance cost and produces the
smallest forward node set. In sparse networks, Degree is
much better than ID and is very close to NCR. In dense
networks, all three metrics stay very close. Considering the
cost of collecting and maintaining degree and NCR
information, Degree in relatively dense networks and NCR
in general have the worst cost-effectiveness. Trade offs must
be made between performance and maintenance cost in
selecting ID and Degree in relatively sparse networks.

Overall, there is no single combination of implementa-
tion options that is the best for all circumstances. Fine
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tuning is needed to achieve better trade off between
performance and overhead based on the types of ad hoc
networks and applications.

7.2 Special Cases

Here, we compare performances of several existing special
cases of the generic framework, including Dai and Wu’s
algorithm (Rule k), the enhanced Span (Span), MPR,
LENWB, dominant pruning (DP), partial dominant pruning
(PDP), and SBA. These algorithms can be divided into static
and dynamic algorithms, and dynamic algorithms can be
further divided into first-receipt and first-receipt-with-back-
off algorithms. Each category, except the last one, contains
both self-pruning and neighbor-designating algorithms. For
the sake of fairness, only algorithms under the same category
are compared. Three new algorithms derived from the
generic framework using the coverage condition, one for
each category, are simulated and compared with existing
algorithms. The corresponding performance data of these
new algorithms are labeled “Generic” in the result diagrams.

Static algorithms. Fig. 14 compares four static broadcast
algorithms. All algorithms except MPR use NCR as the
priority value as it is the original configuration of Span. In
MPR, the first designator’s transmission time is used to as
the priority function in reducing the number of forward
nodes. The sequence from the worst performance to the best
performance is MPR, Span, Rule k, and Generic. MPR is less
efficient in relative dense networks because of uncoordi-
nated forward node sets designated by different nodes.
Span is slightly worse than Rule k because of its restriction

on the length of each replacement path. Generic performs
slightly better than Rule k because it uses the original
coverage condition and has no constraint on the lengths of
replacement paths, while Rule k only uses the strong
coverage condition.

First-receipt algorithms. Fig. 15 compares three first-
receipt broadcast algorithms. All algorithms use node
degree as priority values as it is the original configuration
of LENWB. The sequence from the worst performance to
the best performance is DP, PDP, LENWB, and Generic.
Both DP and PDP are much worse than the other two
algorithms because neighbor-designating in general is
worse than self-pruning and cannot take advantage of the
1-hop priority. PDP is better than DP since it has fewer
2-hop neighbors to cover than DP does. LENWB is slightly
worse than Generic and can be viewed as a good
approximation of Generic. Note that LENWB uses less
broadcast state information than Generic. In LENWB, only
the last visited node is used in checking the strong coverage
condition. In Generic, each node also knows the second last
visited node that is piggybacked in the broadcast packet.
However, this extra broadcast state information has little
impact on performance.

First-receipt-with-backoff algorithms. Fig. 16 compares
two first-receipt-with-backoff algorithms. Generic signifi-
cantly outperforms SBA because SBA requires direct
neighbor set coverage, while Generic allows indirect cover-
age. More specifically, a node does not need to forward a
broadcast packet, even if some of its neighbors are not
directly covered by any visited node but are indirectly
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connected to a visited node via several intermediate nodes
with higher priorities.

Overall, within each category, the generic algorithm
performs better than existing self-pruning algorithms
which, in turn, perform better than existing neighbor
designating algorithms.

8 CONCLUSION

A generic framework of distributed broadcasting in ad hoc
networks has been proposed and its correctness has been
shown. Four important implementation issues, namely,
timing, selection, space, and priority, have been discussed
and their impacts on broadcast efficiency have been
examined. Nine existing broadcast algorithms, which
represent a broad spectrum of state-of-art distributed
broadcast techniques in ad hoc networks, have been shown
to be special cases of the generic framework. Simulation
results show that, by adjusting the four implementation
options, the generic distributed broadcast protocol can be
well-adapted to different configurations of ad hoc networks
and upper layer applications. We have also shown that
several new algorithms can be derived from the generic
framework and that these algorithms produce smaller
forward node sets than existing broadcast algorithms under
the same requirement of neighborhood information.

Our future work includes a performance evaluation of
the generic broadcast protocol in realistic simulation
environments with packet collision and node mobility. In
addition, we plan to investigate methods to maintain high
delivery ratio in those networks. Another goal is using
directional antennas in distributed broadcasting to further
reduce the broadcast cost.
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